An automatic test apparatus for refined testing of laser damage is presented that permits an in situ analysis of the tested area before, during, and after pulsed irradiation. Spatial and temporal beam profiling are performed in real time and give access to the localized fluence for each shot. Furthermore, an optimization of the initiation of damage detection is undertaken by use of image processing and yields a resolution better than 1 m. Through several examples, these conditions are demonstrated to be useful for reaching an understanding of the laser-damage process. A complete study is undertaken of different kinds of glass that permits the main influence of test parameters ͑shot frequency, shot number, beam profile variation, temporal and spatial meshing, . . .͒ on the damage process to be shown. The study was made for different test procedures ͑1:1, S:1, R:1͒ and completed by atomic-force microscope analysis. Evidence indicates that the upgrading of metrology associated with an automatic process offers new opportunities for understanding laser-induced damage mechanisms and for emphasizing specific effects such as damage initiation, damage growth, and conditioning for repetitive shots.
Introduction
Laser-induced breakdown of optical components is a limiting factor for a large number of applications. Indeed, the use of high-power lasers ͑for fusion ignition, for example͒ or the need to confine the light in small structures ͑optical fibers, micro-optical components͒ can lead to fluences that produce irreversible modifications of materials. In this context, various experimental setups have been developed for the understanding of laser-damage phenomena. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The main difficulty is that a damage threshold is linked to many factors such as damage criteria, 13 test procedure, 14 spatial 15 and temporal 16 beam shapes, spot size, 17 wavelength, 10 number of shots, 18 and energy measurement. 15 This large number of parameters makes comparisons, or compilations of results of several experiments, difficult. 14, 19 For this reason an absolute measurement of a laser-induced damage threshold ͑LIDT͒ has to our knowledge not yet been reported in the literature. Making an absolute measurement requires perfect knowledge of all the experimental characteristics. In this context we have undertaken to upgrade and to develop new metrology for laser-damage testing in our apparatus.
First we detail the specifications of the apparatus and its related performance. The damage detection that is a key point of laser-damage testing is discussed. The damage-detection system, which is based on image processing, is described and compared with other approaches. Studies of damage initiation and damage growth illustrate the potential uses of the method.
Second, characterization of a laser beam ͑energy, spatial and temporal profiles͒ performed in real time is discussed. A specific image processing technique that gives access to the real localized fluence on the sample is presented.
Finally, the influence on the laser damage threshold of key parameters such as shot frequency, site spacing, shot number, and test procedure is studied and discussed. LIDT curves and atomic-force microscopy ͑AFM͒ measurements are presented and analyzed for surface and for bulk silica acted on by one or multiple pulses.
Experimental Setup
The laser-damage test facility used in this study is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . Two similar Nd:YAG 10-ns monomode lasers operate in single-shot mode or at a repetition rate of as much as 20 Hz. Three wavelengths ͑1064, 532, and 355 nm͒ were used and could be compared easily. A third YAG laser was used for cw laser-damage measurement and also for in situ studies of photothermal effects. 20 The laser beam could be focused on the front surface, on the back surface, or in the bulk of the sample under study, with a spot size ͑defined by the diameter at which the fluence is 1͞e 2 of its maximum value͒ ranging from 5 to 200 m. The use of a small beam allowed the laser damage threshold of the extrinsic defects ͑detectable with an optical microscope͒ to be discriminated from that of the intrinsic defects ͑nano-sized͒. In addition, the use of small spots permitted the determination of densities of laser damage precursors. 3, 4, 21 Samples were observed with an in situ optical microscope ͑magnification, 50 -1000ϫ͒, which could be used in bright-field, Nomarski, or dark-field mode. Laser damage was detected by an irreversible modification of the sample observed with the microscope in the mode that was adopted. The choice of working mode depended on the nature of the sample. An image of the irradiated zone was obtained in real time with a CCD camera connected to a computer for image acquisitions. More details of damage detection are given in Section 3 below. A computer also controlled the sample displacement ͑X-Y͒ and the beam fluence on the sample with the use of a variable attenuator. Laser shot synchronization and repetition rate were also controlled by the computer by means of a data acquisition system. The total energy of the incident beam was measured by a pyroelectric detector and a calorimeter and recorded for each shot. The beam profile of the focused laser beam was also recorded and analyzed for each shot with the use of a second camera and image acquisition system ͑see Section 4 below͒, permitting real-time access to the localized fluence on the irradiated zone. Simultaneous measurements of global fluence, beam profile, and damage detection by image analysis could be made for shot frequencies up to 20 Hz ͑the maximum repetition rate of our laser͒. Laser damage probability curves for 1:1, R:1, S:1 procedures 22, 23 were then automatically measured and plotted.
Detection of Surface and Bulk Damage
The method described here permits the initiation of damage to be determined and the growth of laser damage under irradiation by multiple pulses to be followed.
A. Damage Initiation
The main techniques used in automatic detection of damage are light scattering of a probe beam, 6 -8,13 detection of an acoustic signal, 13, 25, 26 transmittance variation, 11 and image comparison. 9 The scattering technique is the most commonly used because it is easy to implement with a probe beam and a photodiode and because its dynamic range is adapted to work at frequencies of 20 or 30 Hz. Image processing is recognized as the most powerful technique because qualitative and quantitative information about damage morphology can be obtained with it. 3, 26 Furthermore, a way to improve understanding of laser-damage phenomena is to detect the initiation of damage, which requires strong detection accuracy. This detection criterion differs from that of a functional LIDT that is often required for applications in which the aim is to detect critical damage that is often several orders larger than the initial damage size. 27, 28 The method that we chose for damage detection is based on high-speed image processing. Thus we combined the high level of sensibility with a working frequency that is equal to that of other methods ͑20 Hz͒. The imaging display configuration is shown in Fig. 2 : Observation is made through the back face of the sample with a long working distance objective.
Laser damage is detected with a standard algorithm based on pixel-to-pixel image subtraction: Images are acquired before and after each shot, then subtracted and turned into binary images. The damage criterion is then applied to the number of white pixels. In the case of an N-on-1 process, the real-time opportunity permits the laser to be stopped on the pulse that induces the first damage, avoiding growth of damage and pollution of the sample.
This procedure was applied to bulk or surfaces ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒. As we can see, a resolution of better than 1 m was reached. We store all images so we could undertake a posteriori detailed morphology studies with an ex situ atomic-force microscope to obtain quantitative information about the impact zone. Figure 3͑c͒ shows the consequence of a shot on a visible defect ͑a few micrometers͒. The first analysis could induce an incorrect data point because it interpreted the shot as damage, but a posteriori analysis permitted this artifact to be removed. The sensitivity of the image processing method can be evaluated by examination of Fig. 3͑c͒ . The data processing reveals that a microscopic defect ͑indicated by an arrow͒, was outside the laser beam, has been ejected by the shock wave.
B. Damage Growth
The problem of damage growth is under study. 29, 30, 31 Indeed, if the small damage created by a single shot cannot functionally affect an optical component, a critical size can be quickly reached under multishot irradiation. The damage growth mechanism is not simple, and the advantage of the technique described is its ability to follow, in real time, each step of damage growth during repetitive shots. To illustrate this capability we made measurements of both bulk silica and a silica surface. Samples were irradiated near low damage fluence, with multishots at 1 Hz. For bulk silica ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒, a critical size was reached rapidly after approximately ten shots. However, for a front face ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒ the damage grew with the number of shots, even after 1000 shots. The size of the final damage exceeded the beam size by several multiples of 10. Such an expansion is explained as being due to such mechanisms as shock wave propagation 30 and plasma effects. 32 Further investigations correlated to AFM will be helpful for the understanding these growth phenomena.
It appears clearly that the method presented here for controlling the growth of damage is superior to both acoustic and scatter diagnostics, with which qualitative control is not possible. 13 
Rigorous Beam Control
Damage testing requires a highly stable test laser and the ability to check each laser pulse with accuracy. Indeed, spatial and temporal variation directly influence threshold measurement. Consequently, complete beam characterization is necessary if one is to reach an accurate determination of a LIDT. 15, 33 
A. Total Energy
To characterize total energy we used a pyroelectric detector to record fluence for each shot and obtained average with a calorimeter to prevent detector decalibration problems. Thus laser stability was characterized for each wavelength and frequency ͑as listed in Table 1͒ . Notice that the instability is no worse than 2.5% at any wavelength.
B. Spatial Profile
A fraction of the incident beam was used for spatial beam measurements ͑Fig. 1͒. This part of the beam was focused and then analyzed with an optical system and a 8-bit CCD camera. Similar objectives were used for beam analysis and for shooting on the sample. The camera was located at a plane equivalent to that of the sample. Maximum resolution obtained for the beam image was 6 pixels, corresponding to 1 m. Thus the resolution was strong enough to control the beam, and information on a large fraction of the energy outside the central peak was acquired. Images of focused beams for wavelengths and Gaussian fits of these profiles are given in Fig. 5 .
These beam profile signatures were associated with each shot and saved in all test procedures. They could be used to interpreted the result. For instance, in Fig. 6 , damage analysis by AFM measurement revealed two craters. After comparison of the corresponding beam profile, it appears that this damage was the result of a laser malfunction ͑Fig. 6͒. Thus it was possible to reduce the risk of misinterpretation significantly. After each test sequence, images were automatically analyzed. Parameters such as beam diameter, maximum energy, total energy, peak location, and centroid were measured for each shot. Statistical information such as maximum, minimum, and average value of each parameter was obtained. This information was used to Fig. 4 . ͑a͒ Images of a silica surface after 1, 10, 100, and 1000 shots at the same energy and on the same point. ͑b͒ Images of bulk silica after 1, 2, 5, and 30 shots at the same energy and on the same point.
ensure constant laser performance throughout the test. Aiming control is also a fundamental parameter for a localized study of damage: A variation of spot position in a range of spot sizes must be avoided when one wishes to study multishot effects or to aim a particle for extrinsic studies. Typical beam waist variations and aiming variations during 1000 shots are listed in Tables 2 and 3 for the three wavelengths. Notice that at 20 Hz a beam expansion associated with a pointing variation was observed during the first shots ͑Fig. 7͒. A shutter permitted this problem, which can be due to instability in the cavity, to be circumvented subsequently.
Corrected Fluence Associated with Each Shot
Here we evaluate the maximum fluence on the sample. For a perfect Gaussian beam, the relation between the total energy E T ͑in joules͒ and the maximum fluence F M ͑in joules per square centimeter͒ is
where r is the radius of the beam taken at 1͞e. This radius can be determined by analysis of the beam profile. This is a classic approach to the determination of maximum fluence. In a real case the profile is not Gaussian and energy can be found outside the central peak of the beam. Thus calculation of the maximum fluence found with a fit of the beam will result in an overestimation of the maximum fluence. E T and F M can be linked through an effective area A eff , defined as follows 15 :
By evaluating A eff it will be possible to find F M . An appropriate method for evaluating A eff could be analysis of the beam image. We can determine E T by summing values on all pixels ͑0 to 255͒ in the image ͑the background offset is subtracted from this image͒, and the maximum fluence F M will be given by
where E m is the maximum energy of the beam on one pixel and S pixel is the surface of one pixel on the image ͑not on the CCD͒. Then we can obtain from Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒
The pixel area on the image ͑CCD area times magnification͒ is determined by calibration. The part of the energy that is below the noise level is negligible because of the small value of the dark noise ͑the mean value is 0.01 pixel and the standard deviation is 0.1 pixel͒.
Thus we could calculate the effective area, which we compared with the area found by the classic method. This calculation was made for different image sizes. Results are presented in Fig. 8 . For a large image, energy outside the central peak was taken into account and different results from those produced by the classic method were obtained. Therefore, systematic measurements will prevent any overestimation of the beam fluence.
Localized Fluence
We can determine localized fluence on a sample. Damage fluence is determined at the exact position of damage, on one pixel ͑area, 0.16 m ϫ 0.16 m͒ of the beam image. The importance of this measurement for accuracy in determining the damage threshold has been shown. 21, 33 An application that will illustrate the importance of the localized fluence is to correlate this fluence to the AFM measurement.
C. Temporal Profile
The temporal dependence of the threshold of laserinduced damage is known to vary as the square root of the pulse length, for pulses greater than ϳ10 fs. 16, 34, 35 To compare results obtained with various apparatuses, one has to measure the temporal profile with sufficient resolution that the possible presence of temporal peaks, which can lead to damage initiation, can be determined.
The resolved temporal profile of our laser is shown in Fig. 9 . The full width at half-maximum is 11 ns. For a standard pulse, the maximum variation observed in the pulse profile was less than 9%. But in worst cases ͑shown in Fig. 9͒ , temporal peaks that could reach 23% of the main pulse were observed. A purpose of beam control is to prevent such variations.
Analysis of the Influence of Shot Parameter on Laser-Damage Threshold Measurement
To obtain fast and reliable automatic measurements, optimizing parameters such as the number of sites to test and the distance and the time between shots is of overriding importance. In addition, there are various test procedures that can characterize resistance of optical components laser damage. 22, 23 Procedure R:1 is most often used for damage testing, first because it is adapted to rapid statistical study and second because this procedure is close to actual Beam expansion associated with a pointing variation is observed at this frequency for the first shots. operating conditions, often in repetitive shots. Inasmuch as each laboratory uses its own test procedures and test conditions, it appears useful to make comparisons of results produced by these different procedures in the same experimental conditions. To illustrate this purpose, we chose to perform these comparisons on bulk glass and surfaces. Two samples were chosen: fused silica ͑Herasil͒ and BK7 glass.
A. One-Pulse Damage Measurements ͑1:1 mode͒
Number of Shots
To find the best compromise between error͞acquisi-tion speed and the optimal number of sites to test, we plotted the standard deviation of the measurement, calculated and measured, for bulk silica ͑Fig. 10͒. This standard deviation is given by 21
where N is the number of regions tested and p is the probability of damage for fluence F. This error was maximum where the curve slope was maximum, which occurred for a probability p of 0.5. From this result it appears that a number of 30 sites for each fluence is a good compromise. Similar studies were made of the surface of silica and produced the same behavior.
Spatial Meshing
To improve the statistics, a large number of sites have to be tested and the maximum sample surface must be used. Thus the results obtained with a small spot can be extrapolated to large areas with great accuracy. The distance between two shots is limited by the area modified by the shot: visible or invisible damage, fragment pollution, stress, etc. We chose to study the influence of this parameter in bulk silica, where the damage was the greatest ͑100 m͒ in our test conditions. Notice that, in this case, damage is always greater than the beam diameter ͑25 m͒. An energy corresponding to a damage probability of 0.5 for a large site spacing ͑1 mm͒ was chosen. Figure 11 shows the probability of damage at this energy as a function of site spacing. The results show that the measurement was corrupted for site spacing less than 300 m. This distance is greater than the visible damage zone, which implies that an invisible modification occurred that has weakened the material. This invisible modification that induces effects on the LIDT will also occur in the case of repetitive shots. A distance of 0.5 mm was fixed for all our tests. Note that in the raster scan procedure, 13 which consists of covering the sample surface with small spots to simulate a large beam, if the spatial meshing effect is not taken into account the result could be shifted by this effect. In this case, small-and largearea results could be not correlated.
1:1 Measurements of Silica
We performed one-on-one measurements at 1064 nm, with a beam diameter of 12 m measured at 1͞e 2 . Fig. 9 . Temporal profile at 1064 nm. Fig. 10 . Standard deviation measured and calculated at a damage probability of 0.5. Thirty shots by energy and a site spacing of 0.5 mm were chosen. The probability of damage is represented as a function of the maximum energy density on the sample. Threshold curves for bulk fused silica and bulk BK7 are plotted in Fig. 12 . Lowthreshold maximum energy densities for front face, rear face, and bulk, respectively, are ͑in joules per square centimeter͒ 58, 195, and 49 for BK7 glass and 103, 278, and 89 for fused silica. The best threshold value was obtained in all cases for fused silica. Small differences appeared between the two faces:
The threshold was always lower for the back face. These threshold curves can be analyzed by use of a stochastic phenomenological approach: The damage probability is changed into the probability of the presence a defect that receives more energy density than its intrinsic threshold T. If we consider, for instance, Gaussian illumination, at normal incidence a complete calculation ͑detailed in Ref. 21͒ leads to the probability of damage ͑P͒ as a function of incident fluence ͑F͒, when F Ͼ T, of
where d is the bulk density of defects and V T is the efficient bulk for which the energy density is greater than defect threshold T. V T is defined as
where w 0 is the beam waist, z R is the Rayleigh length, and u ϭ ͌ ͑F͞T͒ Ϫ 1. When there are several kind of defect with densities d i and thresholds
where
Then, by fitting experimental curves, we can extract the density of defects according to the model. For bulk BK7 and Herasil we found for both glasses one kind of defect with a density of few tens of defects in a 100-mm 3 volume ͑fits are plotted in Fig. 13͒ . The influence of polishing on the LIDT can be studied with this method: Two similar silica samples polished by different methods were tested ͑Fig. 14͒. The fit of the threshold curve revealed one kind of defect that is responsible for damage for the first kind of polishing and another kind of defect for the second kind of polishing. Whereas the first kind of polishing is called standard, the second kind of polishing improved the LIDT. The fit of the LIDT curves highlights the fact that the second kind of polishing reduced the density of the first kind of defect.
Ex-Situ Quantitative Analysis of Damage Morphology
Bulk damage created at a fluence close to low threshold is shown in Fig. 15 . The damage morphology reveals a hole in the center with a diameter that is less than the beam diameter. The random damage structure is typical of these amorphous materials and results from a thermomechanical process. We note that the damage morphology of fused silica and BK7 is the same for bulk and surfaces. Indeed, thermal expansion of the BK7 coefficient ͑8 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 m K
Ϫ1
͒ is close to that of Herasil ͑5.1 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 m K Ϫ1 ͒. Surface damage for fluence close to the low threshold is shown in Figs. 16 ͑front face͒ and 17 ͑back face͒. Front damage and rear damage were of similar size and were less than the beam size. Such behavior for the rear damage was observed only at low fluences and for small beam diameters. In other cases it was usual to observe a strong delamination ͑as shown Fig.  13͒ that was larger than the beam size. This delamination could indicate that the process of damage initiation for front and back faces is the same. Morphology differences for higher fluences can be explained by the plasma effect: On the exit face a plasma is formed and confined in the substrate ͑whereas it is formed and expanded in air for the entrance surface͒; the strong pressure tends to eject the matter in a more catastrophic way than on the entrance surface. A difference in pressure of a factor of 6 between the entrance and exit surfaces was evaluated by numerical models. 32 AFM imaging of front and rear surface damage for similar fluences ͑Figs. 16 and 17͒ illustrates this different behavior, which is due to plasma localization.
B. Multipulse Irradiation ͑S:1 and R:1 Modes͒
Effect of Number of Shots on the LIDT
It is known that the number of pulses affects the laser-induced damage threshold. 36 Several authors reported a 0.6 decrease of LIDT in fused silica after 100 -1000 irradiations. 37, 38 To estimate the effects of conditioning on our samples, we performed S:1 measurements under the same conditions as for one-shot threshold measurements. In this procedure, only one parameter was varied with the 1:1 procedure: N shots were made on each site. Measurement was stopped when the first damage occurred. A repetition rate of 10 Hz was chosen. Thus we could measure the probability of damage after N ϭ 10, 100, 1000 shots. Results are shown in Fig. 18 for bulk BK7 glass: P i corresponds to probability of damage after i shot. The same behavior was observed for bulk fused silica.
The use of a small beam size ͑10 m͒ permitted us to highlight the statistical nature of the phenomenon caused by heterogeneities in the material. Indeed, in most cases a large spot ͑larger than a few hundred micrometers͒ was used, and results are given in terms of the number of shots needed to produce damage at one fluence ͑see the review by Chmel in Ref.
39͒. The local study has permitted us to detect weak zones and appears helpful for the physical understanding of laser induced breakdown. 
Frequency Effects
Few studies of the frequency effect on the LIDT have been reported. Merkle et al. 37 found a difference at 355 nm between silica at 1 and 10 Hz: more pulses were needed to cause damage at 1 than at 10 Hz, and the fraction of threshold intensity need to cause multipulse damage was than 0.6 at 10 Hz and more than 0.7 at 1 Hz. We made similar measurements for silica and BK7 at 1064 nm, and we did not obtain an obvious frequency effect: the decrease in LIDT was found to be close 0.6 but did not vary from 1 to 10 Hz. This means that, at this wavelength, no reversible effects with relaxation times of a few hundred milliseconds are involved, whereas at 355 nm transient defects ͑color centers, for instance͒ could be created. Further extensive experiments with fused silica at 355, 532, and 1064 nm are under way.
Multishots with Increasing Fluence
The R:1 procedure is often used, but it appears more difficult to interpret than the S:1 procedure. Indeed, several parameters that have influence on the result are involved: the number of shots on each site and the energy step between shots. When there are few shots and a large fluence step, the 1:1 and R:1 curves will be similar, because conditioning effects will be of little importance. But, as we explained in Section 1, it clearly appears that the result will depend on the number of shots accumulated at a site. Then the S:1 procedure will be more appropriate than the R:1 for testing conditioning effects.
Conclusion
We have developed a setup that combines accurate detection of damage by image processing with rigorous control of laser beam parameters for each shot.
It has been demonstrated through numerous examples that the whole apparatus permits one to
• Detect the laser damage initiation with a resolution better than 1 m and follow the growth of damage in real time.
• Plot accurate and reliable threshold curves. Results for the front face, bulk, the or rear face of different kinds of glass and from the use of different test procedures were presented. It was shown that different polishing processes can be compared and analyzed.
• Correlate damage morphology measurements by classic or AFM to the localized fluence, with a resolution of 0.16 ϫ 0.16 m Moreover, we measured the influence of parameters such as frequency, number of shots, variation of beam profile, and temporal and spatial meshing on the damage measurement.
This research has permitted us to find novel and significant results. Indeed, polishing has been found to increase the laser-damage threshold; this result was successfully explained with a phenomenological model. Then we presented statistical values of the multipulse laser-damage threshold obtained in bulk or glasses, with a laser stability maintained during the test. The statistical nature of this phenomenon was highlighted.
To complete these results, various properties such as wavelength and spot-size dependence are under study. In addition, to improve our understanding of laser-induced damage we intend to add nondestructive tools for, e.g., in situ photothermal and plasma analysis to the setup. Fig. 17 . AFM image of rear face damage near a low-fluence threshold. Fig. 18 . Probabilities of damage after 1, 10, 100, and 1000 shots ͑P 1 , P 10 , P 100 , and P 1000 , respectively͒. Measurements in bulk BK7 at 1064 nm with a beam diameter of 12 m.
